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The initial
introductory plan
The Commissioner of Police identified
that the communities of the island
lacked trust in the service and, as part
of the overall plan, commissioned a pilot
project within the village of Mellieha,
in the northern part of the island, to
ascertain the impact on the area and to
gauge the increase of trust within the
police and how the feelings of safety
had improved. The pilot commenced
August 2019 was to last for 6 months
and, with the assistance of an expert
within this field of work, the project was
started.
The initial team was composed of four
officers, one of these being the leader
and manager of the team and three
Constables. Each Constable had their
own neighborhood responsibility. The
village was divided into three areas and
each officer had sole responsibility to
manage the neighborhood and identify
with the residents.
In order to bring to the attention of
all the residents, laminated posters,
providing details of the officers, their
individual contact numbers and areas of
responsibility, along with their pictures
identifying them as their officers, were
posted in high footfall locations, so every
member of the community was aware
of who they could contact and how. The
team had their own email contact and
a mobile phone, so people could readily
make contact.
The impact on the area was immediately
noticeable and well received by the whole
community. This team worked alongside
and in collaboration with their response
colleagues, but with a focus on long
term problem solving and partnership
working both in a physical environment
as well as online through the creation of
Facebook groups.

Laminated Posters attached at local shops / noticeboards.

Notable highlights of
the initial pilot team
The highlights of the initial pilot project
are as follows:
•

Laminated posters of the team
advertising their personal contact
details and areas of responsibility.

•

A number of street surgeries, to meet
with residents and explain their roles
and the concept of working in the
community.High visibility patrols
to promote community policing,
sustained and focused on dealing
with local issues.

•

•

•

Collaboration
with
the
local
community, securing sponsorship
for the use of e-bikes, segways,
electric
vehicles
and
crime
prevention material, to enhance
the patrols, make use of patrol time
and increase awareness.
A
sustainable
partnership
with the local council, to allow
communication between agencies
and to galvanise support, to identify
hotspots so that to solve local issues.
A new and professionally organised
Neighbourhood Watch programme,
whereby local residents worked
closely with the police, to safeguard
their properties, by using high profile
signage and a ring round system.
This service remains in force and is
supported by the police.

•

Personal business cards for each
officer, to help with networking with
local residents.

•

The Malta Police issued mobile
phones contact details, so the public
could contact their own officers.

•

A
community
police
office,
sponsored and equipped by a local
partner agency together with other
satelite offices.

Mellieħa
Community Police Team
Sergeant 788
Keith Xerri

Creation of Facebook groups
allowing for interaction between
the respective community policing
teams and community members
whilst giving the police an
opportunity to showcase their work
complemented by crime prevention
campaigns.

Team Leader

•

A number of impactive local crime
prevention initiatives, targeting
pickpockets on local bus routes.

 +356 7950 3172
 +356 7960 3172

•

Newsletters and publications, using
social media to inform the public
of the team’s efforts as a way of
communication enhancement.

•

•

•

 cpt.mellieha@gov.mt
 +356 7920 3172
Constable 2081
Owen Azzopardi
 cpt.mellieha@gov.mt

Constable 2377
Lorna Spiteri
 cpt.mellieha@gov.mt
 +356 7950 3172
 +356 7960 3172

A number of visits to local schools
and elderly homes, to reassure
vulnerable people.

Constable 785
Clayton Scicluna

High profile crime reduction initiative
to prevent purse and handbag thefts,
by utilising every tactic to hand and
widely publicising the event.

 cpt.mellieha@gov.mt
 +356 7950 3172
 +356 7960 3172

 pulizija.gov.mt

To report a crime or incident please call 119.
In an emergency always call 112.

Introduction of innovative
IT , to support the teams
The Malta police force invested time
and resources in sending two of their
new officers to the United Kingdom
to undergo training and learn from
other forces. This exchange was
coordinated with Bedfordshire police,
who kindly assisted and supported
Commissioner Gafà, to impart best
practice advice.
During the course of this exchange,
the detached officers were able to
experience
community
policing
first-hand, by patrolling with local
officers and witnessing the support
services they had in place, together
with their expert knowledge of
partnership working. All these skills
were transferable and adapted for the
use of the Malta Police.
One of the deployment strategies,
for Community officers, was the
introduction of the HALO event
management system. This system was
customised for the Malta Police and

Post pilot
evaluation
allowed its users to have immediate
access to their areas and be able to
respond to community issues. Each
team had their own geographic fenced
area, whereby they could pinpoint
incidents and upload evidence and
record their activities in real-time.
Prior to the introduction of such a
command and control system, their
deployment would have impacted on
their response times and operational
efficiency.
This system allowed the officers to
proactively deal with incidents and
tasks that they either came across, or
were directed to, by their supervisor.
As a result of this system being
introduced, these community teams
have now attended and resolved over
13,000 incidents. These were incidents
that would have been directed to
normal response teams, but with the
Community police being task driven,
this alleviated the burdens on other
business areas.

Research was then carried out by the
University of Malta after this pilot and
this showed a marked increase in public
satisfaction and the feeling of reassurance,
through sustained visible policing. The
two main objectives of the scheme were
to provide a visible presence in the streets
and increase public reassurance. The
feedback from the community showed a
noticeable positive change in these areas
and the sight of police officers returning
to the streets on a regular basis, was very
well received.
These results mirror those emanating
from the Standard Eurobarometer 94
Survey published in April 2021, which
demonstrated a 4% increase in public
trust in the Malta Police and an 8%
decrease in those who do not trust the
Malta Police.
The whole ethos of Neighbourhood
policing, relies on strong working
relationships with partner agencies and
the community teams worked tirelessly

to build these partnerships, first with the
local council and then other stakeholders
within the same community.
Community policing teams are
the link between the police and
the communities they serve. The
emphasis is on working closely, with
the community, partners and the
agencies, that are there to help solve
problems that affect the quality of
life for local residents. It is not only
limited to this, since communities
are broadened by those who for any
reason, are visiting this community.
Activities can vary in their objectives,
as
work,
entertainment,
feasts,
events, services, recreation or for
any other reason. This ensures that a
personal link is maintained and this
in turn inspires trust, confidence and
reassurance, in the towns and villages
of Malta.

Community policing is a proactive and
refreshing change to the traditional
style of response policing, as the officers
allocated to the areas, remain there for
periods of time, allowing them to build
relationships with the local councils and
the agencies that can really influence
change for the local community. In
order to solve long term issues we, the
police, need to work closely with these
partners for the benefit of residents and
all other community visitors.
Police officers engaging with the
community, via street briefings, surgeries,
door knocking, social media and direct
contact, promotes trust and confidence,
which results in a noticeable increase in
community information and intelligence.
In order for the police to react to this
increase in intelligence, the Community
Police officers play a vital part in the overall
crime reduction plan for the force. Officers
are now the first port of call for any major
incident or inquiry, as it is they who have
the insight into what is happening in their
neighbourhoods.
Their commitment
to being accessible, approachable and
trusted, assists the specialist departments
when strategic tasking decisions are taken,
to combat changing crime patterns and
critical incident management.
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The Malta Police Force Intelligence Manager,
noted a substantial increase in these

intelligence submissions and states that
the Community Policing teams are the
main contributors to the submission of
information into the system, which in
turn, feeds into the newly introduced
Intelligence and tasking meetings, which
the Community Policing management
teams introduced, as a new concept, into
the force structure.
The teams play a pivotal role in coordinating
intelligence-led operations, providing
resources and detailed community impact
assessments, which provide direction for
operational officers to target and arrest
offenders.
This is a new and innovative way of tasking
within the Malta Police Force and this
has started to make real impacts within
the communities, as their targeted crime
preventioninitiatives,suchaspickpocketing
and residential burglary reduction, has
proactively reduced opportunity for such
criminal activity and also provided the
additional public reassurance, especially to
the vulnerable within the community.
Our Community Police officers focus on
the threat, harm and risk elements of their
patrol plans and ensure that these areas
are the main focus of their operational
deployment. Ensuring that these factors
are critically scrutinised, ensures that the
public they serve, are uppermost in the
local area plan.

17% increase in Public Confidence
21% increase in Satisfaction
16% overall increase in Trust

Where are we now and
the next steps?

16 teams




















Following the huge success of the pilot
scheme, since 2019, 16 teams have been
rolled out across other areas of the
Island. 76 officers now form part of the
Community Policing family covering
63% of the island and are currently
engaged in forming new partnerships
with their local agencies, building
neighbourhood profiles of their area
and introducing themselves to their
communities. By end of 2023 we will
be covering the whole island with
Community Policing Teams.
This initial scoping work is vital to
the success of the teams’ futures, as
it promotes the officers within their
community, starts to build trust with
the public and encourages dialogue,
so as to form their local objectives, on
matters that affect the quality of life for
the locals. The teams are going from
strength to strength and there is a
tangible and noticeable shift in policing
culture, within the organisation, which
is embracing the new community
focused approach.
No longer are officers purely reacting
to incidents, as Community policing
officers have a proactive approach to
their communities needs and listen
and respond to their requests for help.
The feel good factor of the communities
is evident across social media, in the
press, on street corners and within
every corner of the island.

Current Community Police Teams
To be implemented by end of 2022
To be implemented by end of 2023

So much so, that nearly all local
councils and organisations wish to play
a part in this innovative, successful and
productive approach to local policing.

What’s happening in
the coming year
•

We shall roll out further teams,
with the target of having the whole
of the Maltese Islands covered by
Community Policing teams, by
2023.

•

We shall build our sustainable
approach to Community Policing,
by training more officers and
maintaining
their
professional
development
through
the
experiences already achieved by
the other teams.

•

We shall encourage and develop
Community safety groups in all
our towns and villages, so that
every agency plays a part in solving
problems.

•

We shall collaborate further and
closer with the community to
obtain intelligence and information,
whereby we can set area objectives
for each quarterly period. We shall
report back to the community on
our results.

Conclusion
& submission
•

We shall build on our close working
relationships with other units within
the police service, to effectively tackle
crime at its root causes, using the
community intelligence gathered, to
support policing operations.

Community policing has been a
resounding success in Malta, since
being introduced in 2019. It is a
new concept and the new methods
of working are starting to gather
momentum and reap rewards.

•

We
shall
promote,
support,
encourage and train our officers to
have a community focused approach
to policing and embrace innovative
ideas and identify good practices.

•

We shall improve our focus on
protecting vulnerable people within
our society, by working closely with
the support agencies at early stages,
to provide safeguarding support and
long-term solutions.

The communities of Malta now have
proactively driven, focused, dedicated
and professional Community policing
teams that have the wellbeing of local
communities, firmly in their aims and
objectives.

•

We shall utilise all our departments
and specialisms within the service, to
strategically plan our policing tactics,
by holding regular tasking and
coordinating groups to keep abreast
of ever-changing circumstances.

It is with this in mind, that the
Community Policing project in
Malta, is more than worthy of the
business change award for their
innovative way of supporting the
local
communities,
promoting
a cultural and operational shift
towards
targeted
and
focused
policing methods, in order to provide
safer and sustainable communities.
We commend this project to the
judges to consider our submission.

The process
(click the link below)
youtu.be/XnhwMEe-kac

Testimonials
The National Crime Prevention
Strategy 2017-2021 being the f irst
national strategy for the Maltese
Islands put community policing on
the agenda. This concept being new
to Malta, training of police off icials
was the main priority so as to set the
foundations for its implementation.
Also, as per the strategy proposal,
it was envisaged that this style of
policing would be introduced on a
council by council level in a way that
over time all the geographical areas
would eventually be covered. This
being said, the targets are being
met as per Strategy deadlines. In
this way, The Malta police Force
embarked on a project that saw a
change in its ethos in a way that it
allows for more proactive policing.
When one takes a look at social
media particularly Facebook as a
platform used by residents wherein
community policing is in place,
the evidence, and the testimonials
given by residents speak for
themselves.
The Rabat rescue
operation which was carried out by
a community Police Off icer is to be
highly commended. A two-year-old

girl was rescued f rom an episode
of choking whilst eating at home.
Other testimonials also highlight
that the presence of community
police off icers generates a sense
of security amongst residents and
keeps their minds at rest in view of
potential crimes.
Dr Janice Formosa Pace
(Author of the Crime Prevention Strategy
for the Maltese Islands 2017 – 2021)

The Community Policing initiative was
studied by a team of academics from
the University of Malta to determine its
effectiveness and utility amongst the
general public. Our evaluation of this
initiative found that relative to localities
that did not receive the intervention,
Community Policing led to a 14%
increase in the extent to which the police
are deemed Helpful, a 17% increase
in the extent to which the public had
Confidence in the Police, a 21% increase in
Satisfaction with the Police and an overall
16% increase in Trust in the Police. All
differences were statistically significant. It
is worth noting that the localities in which
Community Policing was introduced
demonstrated no differences in the
extent to which respondents witnessed
criminal activity or experienced crime in
the 12 months preceding the study. The
differences observed, therefore, were
solely attributable to the intervention
due to the fact that the localities studied
were comparable in the extent of crime
that took place. Finally, we observed
that the demographic categories
reporting the strongest positive changes
were traditionally vulnerable groups,
that is, women and the elderly. Our

"The Community Policing Team is by far
the best development within the Malta
Police Force. It has successfully built a
bridge between the communities and
the Force, many times preventing crime
simply by their presence. We need
the people to trust the Enforcement
Units and there is no better way than
instilling that trust by working with
the communities and keep a constant
dialogue. The Community Policing
Team is bringing the Police closer to
the People."

The Community Police saw its beginning
as a Pilot Project in the locality of Mellieha
exactly two years ago. Today, two years later,
I can say that thanks to the community police
we have a safer locality and this is evident by
statistics made with residents of this town
Today, this project has not only has been
successful but has now spread to towns
and cities around Malta. The Mellieha Local
Council from day one has worked hand
in hand to serve the community. Whilst
thanking all the team for their commitment
in educating and enforcing our town, I wish
them well in their work close to the residents.

Ms Camilla Appelgren
(Environmentalist)

Mr Dario Vella
(Mellieha Mayor)

studies demonstrate, therefore, that
Community Policing has not only met
public expectations but has also had
a net positive effect in police-public
relations and has increased confidence
in the police amongst the groups who
more typically require support from the
police when falling victim to crime.
Professor Gordon Sammut
(Department of Criminology University
of Malta)

The community policing provided our
locality with a new dimension, especially
that of having a more service-oriented
policing.

We are delighted to be supporting
the Malta Police in providing a world
class service to the residents and
visitors to their beautiful island.
Their community off icers are of the
highest quality and are determined
to deliver bespoke community
problem
solving
and
policing,
supported by award winning, cutting
edge technology. This absolutely
demonstrates Malta’s commitment
to support their off icers in delivering
the very best service for their
residents.

This project started almost a year ago,
and the residents within the community
of Floriana, together with those who
have our locality as there second home,
are very fond of the Community Policing
Team. Since Floriana has also an ageing
population, the people also feel the sense
of security, reliability, and assurance that
this team is devoted towards the holistic
need of the society.
Frequently the Community Policing
Team are seen patrolling, speaking to
our community, and assisting the local
council whenever needed. This surely
gives a sense of belonging to both our
community and to the team. Recently, the
Community Police were even recognised
with an award for their sterling work with

Best Police Award by Floriana Local Council
on 23rd July 2021

a unanimous vote by the Floriana Local
Council. The team has also the full support
of the local NGOs and voluntary groups.

Since January 2020, the Maltese
Community Policing Team have
recorded and problem solved 12,703
separate interactions with victims
of crime, offenders, residents and
visitors to the island.

Ms Davina Sammut Hili
(Floriana Mayor)

The dedication and professionalism
of their staff is exceptional, and

they are committed to providing a
problem solving policing to all.
Greg Horsford
(Halo Solutions Founder and Chief
Operations Off icer)

Crimes and Place
Is there a crime-free society? Such a
utopia will never exist as crime morphs
in relation to societal and technological
change. As crime mitigation increases,
some offences wane (spilling water
onto the street) and disappear, whilst
new ones appear to reflect new forms
of phenomenology and interactionism
(cybercrime). The Maltese offence
profile is not unique and has changed
from a public-oriented to a personaltarget dimension with an increasing
focus on financial related offences
and domestic violence. This led to an
upheaval in how we react to crimes.
Police Force enhancement has resulted
in a mitigation shift in awareness,
personal safety and preparedness in
technological advances. This is reflected
through diverse initiatives that span
over four years of multi-expert research,
policy drafting and implementation
through an inter-departmental and
intra-MPF implementation.
A long-term analysis of crime in the
Maltese Islands exhibits a continued
generic trend line decrease in reported
crime with a sharp covid-19 related
decrease between 2019 and 2021. But
was this the result of a fluke statistical
change? The previous years’ effort
shows otherwise. 2020 experienced a
further reporting decrease where crime
reports show a reversal of the 2010-2016
phenomenon by a 16 point decrease.
In 2020, 13,087 reported offences were
published, down from 17, 296 in 2016.
As an example, theft from occupied
residences dropped for the lowest
time since 2007, having experienced a
drop of 38% or 243 incidences year on
year. On the other dark side, domestic
violence increased drastically by 24%
(319 cases) from 2019, reaching the
highest ever 12.6% weight of all reported
crimes, since the 2007 changes in
the law. The main increase occurred

in Psychological Harm (316 cases – a
46% increase over 2019 to 2020). This
called for alternative interventions by
the policy makers and decision takers.
There is more work to do as Crime is
evolving from a Social-Space structure
to the invasion of Personal-Space and
into Virtual-Space.
It is imperative that the decrease
in crime, perceptions on safety and
security as well implementation
be enhanced for the community,
with the community. The journey
has been trodden through a long
and narrow path, but the f ruit is
already in the making. Such was
possible through such initiatives
driven by the implementation
of the 2017 Crime Prevention
Strategy, the implementation of
the 2019 Community Policing and
the implementation of the Malta
Police
Transformation
Strategy
2020-2025.
However, without the community
on board such would not have made
it to the fore. History has spoken.
Professor Saviour Formosa
(Criminologist & Chair of the Malta
Police Board of Governors)

